Reliance Website Ordering System/Bar Code Scanner System
User Agreement, Confidentiality Non Disclosure Agreement, Consignment Agreement
Our goal at Reliance Supply is to continually develop the fastest and most efficient ordering systems in the world for
purchasing Low Value High Transaction OEM and MRO Class C items such as Fasteners and Industrial Shop Supplies. We
operate in a highly competitive environment and protecting our proprietary patent pending technology and trade
secrets is a necessity. The patent pending Reliance ordering system, bar code scanner, bar code catalog, website and
pricing is the proprietary property of Reliance Supply Inc. You are being granted access to this website and ordering
system based on your agreement to not disclose our ordering system, bar code scanner, bar code catalog, website and
pricing to any competitor of Reliance Supply or any other person (except associates within your organization with a need
to know). Violation of this agreement could cause irreparable harm to Reliance Supply, for which monetary damages
may be insufficient, for which you and/or your employer may be held liable. The following examples would be violations
of this agreement (including but not limited to):
1. Showing any competitor of Reliance, or anyone not employed by your company, how our website and/or ordering
system works and or disclosing our proprietary pricing to anyone outside your company.
2. Giving your user name and password to anyone outside of your company.
3. Printing, emailing or transmitting in any form (verbal, written, electronic or otherwise) our pricing or information
about the operation of our scanner or website.
The scanner may be furnished to you at no charge on consignment. It remains the property of Reliance Supply. The
charge for a lost scanner is $875.00 (as of the date of this document, after 27 years in business, we’ve never charged a
single customer for a lost scanner, however, we reserve the right to do so). We reserve the right to recall the scanner if
no orders are placed for 60 days or Reliance ceases to be your primary small MRO parts supplier. Monthly purchase
requirement is $100 per month for Web Ordering. Monthly purchase requirement to receive a scanner on consignment
at no charge is $500 per month.
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